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Gourami Garden
This lush scape with a strong composition 
was inspired by a display at the 2019 Nature 
Aquarium Party. Ed Jacoubowsky
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Announcements
• If you would like to write for us, contribute photography, or have your 

aquarium featured, email us through the "Contact Us" tab on our 
website.

• Wish there were a reef magazine like AHM? There is! Reef Hobbyist 
Magazine is available for FREE in the best local fish stores around the 
country and online at www.reefhobbyistmagazine.com!

AHM Sponsored Events
(Our latest issues are available at domestic sponsored events)
• 6th Guangzhou International Aquarium Show 2021 (GIAS2021) 

May 14–16, Guangzhou, China – www.mingyiexpo.cn

 Digital & Hard-Copy Subscriptions
Scan this QR code to sign up for your free digital 
subscription. You will receive an alert every time a new 
issue is released and have access to download every 
issue as a PDF. You can also sign up for a hard-copy 
subscription for home delivery.

Want to Carry AHM in Your Store?
Attract more hobbyists to your store by offering Aquarium Hobbyist 
Magazine to your customers! We educate hobbyists on new products, 
husbandry techniques, and livestock. Plus, we never publish e-tailer ads! 
Contact one of our distributors below or email us through the “Contact 
Us” tab on our website to get stocked. Your customers will love it!
• All Seas Marine – www.allseaslax.com
• Aqua Lab Aquaria – www.aqualabaquaria.com
• Aquatropic – www.aquatropic.com
• DFW Aquarium Supply – www.dfwaquarium.com
• Pan Ocean Aquarium – www.panoceanaquarium.com
• Quality Marine – www.qualitymarine.com
• ReefH2O – www.reefh2o.com
• Segrest Farms – www.segrestfarms.com
• Ultum Nature Systems – www.ultumnaturesystems.com

Visit Us on the Web
www.aquariumhobbyistmagazine.com
• Read all back issues in the AHM archives for FREE
• Sign up for a hard-copy subscription or FREE digital subscription
• Download and save issues in PDF
• Find out about upcoming events in your area
•  www.facebook.com/aquariumhobbyistmagazine
•  www.instagram.com/aquariumhobbyistmagazine

AHM Staff
Managing Editor Jason Oneppo 
Executive Editor and Director of Advertising Harry T. Tung 
Consulting Editor Jim Adelberg 
Copy Editors Melinda Campbell, S. Houghton

Comments or suggestions? Contact us on our website!
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Scaper Spotlight: Jeff Miotke
For hobbyists interested in competitive 
aquascaping, this interview is chock-full of 
invaluable advice from a veteran aquarist, 
author, and presenter. Jason Oneppo

A Walstad Bowl Journey
After setting up an outdoor pond, this scaper 
desired to work on something smaller and 
low tech. Follow her journey here and see the 
Walstad Bowl that resulted. Paula Castro

By the Brook
Paludariums typically have moss walls as a 
backdrop. See how ingenuity resulted in this 
spectacular deviation from the norm.  
Jithin Samji Heric

Blackwater: Breaking the Wall 
of Diorama Style to Set Up 
Botanical Style
Break away from tradition and turn to the dark 
side using botanicals. Vittorio La Sala

The Beauty of Glass Lily Pipes
Take the aesthetic of your scape to the 
next level with glassware. Learn what glass 
equipment is available and how each one 
functions. Elizabeth Schap
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Bujurquina vittata: A Peaceful 
South American Cichlid
B. vittata could be the perfect fish for 
aquascapers who love robust cichlids with a 
bit of flair. David Nørholm

2020 AGA International 
Aquascaping Contest
Aquatic Gardeners Association 
recently crowned the winners of its 
20th annual aquascaping contest. 
Presented are the world-class 
winners of each of the 11 categories 
from this hallmark year. 
Bailin Shaw
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Cryptanthus sp.Pictured in the middle is Aglaonema sp.
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 BY THE BROOK
 By Jithin Samji Heric

H umans and nature have a special bond, enabling us to be 
at peace when close to nature. But unfortunately, this bond 
is elusive in the urban environment where many of us live 

today. All we see are high-rises and concrete jungles, which have 
such a lousy space crunch that even owning a garden is a luxury. 
The many attempts by corporations to make their spaces greener 
are efforts to reestablish that bond.

The inspiration for this scape was a desire to bring a slice of nature 
into a living space. Nature has a transient beauty in its imperfections, 
which the Japanese define through the word wabi-sabi. Imagine a 
branch of a tree that has fallen on the bank of a stream that is lined 
with tall grasses. Nature will take over and cover it with mosses, 
and slowly, with time, other plants will also fill in. The once dead 
tree branch now springs back with life. Our goal was to achieve this 
wabi-sabi through the aquascape.

Paludariums, or aqua terrariums as they are called these days, are 
trending now, with many pioneers creating their own versions. The 
commercial paludarium sets have a moss wall as the background, 
but our scape's positioning was such that it needed to be viewable 

from the back side as well. For this reason, we chose a shallow tank. 
The idea is that as we walk toward a stream, we hear the sound of 
water and see the ferns and grasses, and only as we come closer 
to the stream do we see the whole picture.

Moss adds a unique touch of nature to the aquascape. Since we 
didn't have a moss wall, we had to incorporate it elsewhere. Our 
aquascape story required the driftwood to be covered with moss 
to make the branch come alive and give a sense of time and aging. 
This was achieved using a drip system on the driftwood, which 
also watered the plants growing on the lava rock. A unique set of 
tall, grass-like plants were chosen to give the effect of a stream 
bank. These grasses were grown similar to those in a riparium. Focal 
plants such as Cryptanthus and Aglaonema were chosen to break 
the monotony of greens.

The fish species were chosen because they would glow in the dimly 
lit water column. The goal was to recreate the scene of fishes glit-
tering under the sunlit stream.

And sure enough, the branch did come alive! The plant Ceratopteris 
thalictroides sprung up on its own—we did not plant it. It was a 
surprise indeed. This piece of nature has become a relaxing and 
rejuvenating spot in the house, where much time is spent reestab-
lishing the lost bond with nature.

Aquarium
Tank: Pearl Aqua
Dimensions: 40" × 12" × 8"
Glass: low iron
Volume: ~16 gallons
Cabinet: custom

About the Author

Jithin is a professional aquascaper from Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India. He 
has been in the hobby for more than 25 years and has a photo from his 
kindergarten days that shows him gazing into an aquarium built by his 
father, who has been his inspiration to become an entrepreneur. You 
can see more of his work on his YouTube channel, Planted Aquariums, 
and on his Instagram, "jithinheric."

http://aquariumhobbyistmagazine.com/
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Aquascape
Style: aqua terrarium
Substrate: JBL AquaBasis Plus, ADA Nile Sand
Stone: lava rock
Wood: coffee root wood

Equipment
Lighting: TripleH Cyrex TM-2 LED, 8-hour photoperiod
Filter: JBL CristalProfi e700
Filter Media: Seachem Matrix

Maintenance
Maintaining an aqua terrarium is not as cumbersome as a planted 
aquarium. Regular water changes are required to maintain water 
quality. Plants need to be pruned to remove dead or dying leaves. 
A keen eye must be kept for pests on the marginal plants. New 
plants need to be quarantined before they are added to the main 
tank. The drip system requires monitoring and is checked monthly 
for any clogs in the line.
Water Changes: 50 percent weekly
Fertilizer: Seachem Flourish
Feeding: TetraBits daily

Plants
 ‒ Nephrolepis sp.
 ‒ Calathea lancifolia
 ‒ Ophiopogon sp.
 ‒ Nymphoides sp.
 ‒ Callisia repens
 ‒ Cyperus sp.
 ‒ Crinum sp.

 ‒ Zephyranthes sp.
 ‒ Aglaonema sp.
 ‒ Cryptanthus sp.
 ‒ Ceratopteris thalictroides
 ‒ Equisetum sp.
 ‒ Hemigraphis repanda
 ‒ Riccia fluitans

Fish
 ‒ Zebra Danio (Danio rerio)
 ‒ Blue Ram Cichlid (Mikrogeophagus ramirezi)
 ‒ Golden Algae Eater (Gyrinocheilus aymonieri) AH
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 The Beauty of Glass Lily Pipes 
By Elizabeth Schap

O ne of the main reasons aquarium hobbyists keep aquari-
ums is to enjoy a tranquil and relaxing viewing experience. 
With so much time spent planning, aquascaping, and plant-

ing aquariums, most hobbyists see their aquariums as a work of art, 
so it’s no surprise that a beautiful display is always a top priority. 

Opaque plastic pipes and tubing typically included with canister 
filtration can look clunky and intrusive, often detracting from the 
aesthetic and causing a visual distraction. For those searching for a 
solution to this common problem, it is worth looking into purchasing 
glass lily pipes. As the name implies, these inflow and outflow pipes 
are made of glass and, when used in place of traditional opaque 
plumbing, fade into the background so as to be nearly invisible. 
The glass which remains visible looks elegant, allowing the pipes 
to become an artistic part of the aquarium.

Types of Glass Lily Pipes
The type of pipe you choose will depend on the needs of the plants 
and aquatic organisms in your aquarium. Each pipe’s shape, size, 

About the Author

Elizabeth is a high school science teacher from Baltimore, MD, 
where she teaches a course about aquaculture research and tank 
construction. She spends her weekends as a part-time educator at 
the National Aquarium. Her favorite fish is the arowana.



Classic glass lily pipe 
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Spin pipe  
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Bubble pipe  
· DOOA

Jet pipe  
· VIV Aquarium

Violet pipe  
· VIV Aquarium
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and angle will produce a different type of flow and can also affect 
the CO2 level in the aquarium. Here, I will provide descriptions of 
the different styles of the most common glass pipes and the ben-
efits they provide. As always, make sure your research is complete 
before making any changes to your aquarium system.

Classic Glass Lily Pipes: These pipes, named for their resemblance 
to the calla lily flower, are ideal for most planted aquariums and are 
commonly used. The pipe's angle and tapering prevent excessive 
loss of CO2 because it only lightly agitates the water's surface, so if 
you are looking for an increase in gas exchange, it would be better 
to go with a different style pipe. The classic glass lily pipe can help 
reduce surface scum when it is placed closer to the surface, although 
it will not eliminate the problem.

Bubble or Poppy Pipes: For tanks needing more oxygenation, the 
rounded bubble or poppy pipes work best. With these pipes, the 
outflow is directed toward the water's surface, agitating it more 

than the classic lily pipe and allowing for increased gas exchange. 
Surface scum is also reduced with this type of pipe.

Jet Pipes: These pipes have a straight outflow opening that can be 
wide or tapered. The tapered tips allow for a stronger current in the 
aquarium. These pipes are ideal for fish that prefer stronger currents, 
such as river loaches. They should not be aimed toward plants, as 
the jet stream can dislodge them.

Loop, Spin, or Spiral Pipes: In contrast, bubble nesters like Betta 
fish and delicate plants do not thrive in strong currents and do best 
in aquariums set up with loop or spin pipes. These specialty pipes 
guide the outflow of water to loop around the piping, reducing cur-
rent and flow to almost nothing as it enters the aquarium. This is 
created by the double openings at the end of the pipe.

Violet Pipes: If the true need is for no surface agitation and moder-
ate water flow, downward pipes are the best choice. With a similar 

http://aquariumhobbyistmagazine.com/
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appearance to the classic lily pipe, these pipes are angled 
so water flow is directed toward the bottom of the aquarium, 
resulting in the absence of surface agitation. Oxygenation is 
not increased, but bubble nesters and fish preferring still or 
slow-moving waters will flourish with this system. It is also 
gentler on plant life.

The reason hobbyists choose to use glass lily pipes is for 
aesthetics. Because they are clear, you can see the algae 
and other gunk that build up inside them. Fortunately, they 
are easy to clean; often, all that is needed is a quick scrub 
with a flexible filter-tube cleaning brush or a soak in some 
warm water.

Other Lily Pipe Systems of Note
Glass Skimmers: Surface skimmers made of glass are also 
available for those who want to continue with the clear aes-
thetic. Floats and screws are made of clear acrylic, while the 
rest of the skimmer is made of glass. Like typical skimmers, 
these will give excellent water clarity to aquariums.

Glass Spray Bars: Glass spray bars are now available and 
come with detachable parts, jet variability, and even surface 
flow. These are a more sleek and visually appealing option 
than the common plastic ones.

Inflow Lily Pipes: While this pipe will not help the outflow of 
water, it will complete an aquarium filtration system's trans-
parent appearance. When paired with any of the above lily 
pipe systems, the filter’s inflow and outflow pipes will blend 
right in. Some lily pipe systems are sold with both the outflow 
and inflow pipes as a pair, making it easy to complete the look.

Stainless Steel Lily Pipes: Some hobbyists find the frag-
ile glass lily pipes too risky a purchase, and while acrylic lily 
pipes are an option, they desire a different look. Stainless 
steel lily pipes offer a cleaner and more stylish appearance 
than typical black pipes and are more durable. However, they 
are not found in as many sizes and shapes.

Purchasing Lily Pipes
Lily pipes are available in both standard and nano sizes. 
Standard lily pipes should come with suction cups attached, 
allowing for proper placement. Nano lily pipes are designed 
to take up the least amount of space in the aquarium.

With any new system purchase, it is essential to check your 
aquarium's specifications to ensure the proper setup is pur-
chased. Pay attention to the lily pipe's diameter because 
canister filters come with different diameter hoses. The last 
thing you want to do is bring home some shiny new lily pipes, 
only to find that they don’t fit your hose.

In the end, glass lily pipes are by no means a necessity for 
a successful aquarium. But for those who are ready to take 
the visual impact of their aquarium system to the next level, 
they are definitely worth looking into—simply so you can 
look through them. AH
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 A WALSTAD BOWL JOURNEY  
By Paula Castro

I t's August 2020. We're in the middle of a worldwide pandemic 
and have a lot of time on our hands. So what do we do? Read 
some books, scroll endlessly through social media, and hope-

fully find something productive to do.

That was me. I had just devoured Ecology of the Planted Aquarium by 
Diana Walstad and came across a planted-bowl group on Facebook. 
After building a 40-gallon pond in my front yard, working on some-
thing so drastically smaller sounded very appealing. Walstad planted 
bowl, here I come!

I bought a 3-gallon punch bowl and some supplies, and a few days 
later, I was ready to rock. This was the plan:

First, I wanted to build a layer of substrate that was thick enough for 
all the beneficial bacteria to inhabit. I went with Seachem’s Flourite 
Black. I had never used it before, but after some research, I decided 

About the Author

Paula is a music journalist and teacher from San Diego, CA. She started 
keeping fish in 2019 and now has 10 planted tanks and a planted 
outdoor pond. To see more of her work, look up "paula_underwater" 
on Instagram.
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it would be a good option. I also considered using some crushed 
lava rock for its high porosity and ability to house more nitrifying 
bacteria, but I didn't have any, so I went without it.

For the hardscape, I went with Dragon Stone. I hadn't yet decided 
whether to stock the bowl with animals, but given its size, my 
options would be limited to shrimp, snails, and smaller inverte-
brates. I also threw in some manzanita twigs I had lying around, 
and I was done!

Now for the fun part: plants! I was planning on scavenging my other 
tanks for stem plants, but I still wanted a carpet in the front, epiphytes 
around the hardscape, and something bushier as a background. 
Choosing a carpeting plant was the easy part. Dwarf hairgrass is 
great at oxygenating the water. It also helps control nitrate levels and 
removes other pollutants. I allowed my OCD to control the carpet 
planting; I divided tissue-cultured dwarf hairgrass into tiny portions 
and trimmed the roots to encourage growth. Then I spent a few hours 
planting blade by blade until I had the whole front section covered. 
This method is tedious, but I prefer it to planting clumps because 
you have a nice even carpet from the start. It’s sparse but uniform, 
which is a lot nicer to look at than a patchy lawn while you wait for 
the nitrogen cycle to work its magic.

For the background, I first chose Rotala rotundifolia and Ludwigia 
palustris—and I hated it. I replaced them with Hornwort, another 
great nitrifying plant, which I hated even more. Then finally I tried 
some big Anubias barteri. Bingo! I kept a bit of Rotala, Ludwigia, and 
Hornwort as accents. I added a beautiful Bucephalandra sp. 'Deep 
Blue' as the centerpiece and some Salvinia minima to float around. 
Finding the right plants to match the aquascape vision in our heads 
can be frustrating at times, but it's always rewarding when we finally 
find the one plant that hits the spot perfectly.

I wanted the bowl to be as low tech as possible. My main goal was 
for it to sustain itself without a filter. With what I knew about the 
Walstad method, I assumed it wasn't going to be easy or pretty and 
that it would require a lot of TLC for a few months. I picked a desk 
lamp with a regular LED bulb, flooded the bowl, added some water 
conditioner and some Seachem Stability, and just let it be.

And I let it be for a week, then two. The water was clear, and the 
dwarf hairgrass was getting thicker. The stem plants were rooting 
fast, and I could see some growth in the Bucephalandra already. 
And I hadn't done anything to it other than adding water once a 
week to compensate for evaporation. I was shocked but neverthe-
less absolutely pleased.

Two months into it, diatoms started forming on the glass. I was so in 
love with the bowl that I had been keeping the light on for about 12 
hours a day. You only live once, right? I tested the water for the first 
time, and the parameters were in line; it was shrimp time! I added 
about 30 Fire Red Cherry Shrimp and a few ramshorn snails to do 
the dirty work. About a month later, I got my hands on a small group 
of Heterandria formosa (the smallest of all the killifish), and in they 
went with the shrimp and the snails.

I made a conscious effort not to overfeed the fish and create extra 
waste, and I crossed my fingers, hoping my small ecosystem could 

http://aquariumhobbyistmagazine.com/
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balance itself out without issues. And it did! Three months, no water 
changes, no filtration, no heater, and a desktop lamp. No issues!

We're at the end of month 6 now as I write this. The Neocaridina 
and the Heterandria are breeding, the Bucephalandra are about to 
reach the surface, the Anubias are flowering, and the dwarf hair-
grass is thick and lush.

One of my followers on Instagram sent me a message recently:

"[…] I'm utterly in love with this [the bowl] setup, but it boggles me; 
you seemed to throw the rule book out of the window. For such a 
small volume of water, I'm imagining water temperature fluctuations, 
no water movement, and on top of that, no water changes for 4 
months? How? I would love to know the workings and idea behind it."

I've been in awe at how self-sufficient this setup has been since the 
beginning, but I hadn't been trying to figure out why or how, other 
than the fact that I tried to give it as many chances of success as 
I could while building it. So my guess is the nitrifying bacteria are 
loving the Flourite Black and the plants are working hard with the 
extra amount of light they're getting to do all the filtration. I kept the 
bioload pretty small, so there's not much waste, and the shrimp and 
snails are doing a fantastic job at keeping the place clean.

I'm a very intuitive hobbyist, and my fish buddies know well that I am 
the queen of winging it, if I can bestow that title on myself. Nature 
is perfect in its imperfection. I tried, and I succeeded. I don't give 
myself too much credit for it; sometimes you just have to let nature 
do its thing and hope for the best. It won't always work, but you'll 
learn something in the trying, and that's my favorite part of this hobby.

Up to this day, this little Walstad bowl is my favorite aquarium. I sit 
and watch it every day, trim it once every other month, and feed the 
fish and shrimp a couple times a week. The rest of the time is pure 
enjoyment and admiration. Is there anything better than that? AH
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 2020 AGA 
 International Aquascaping Contest 

T he Aquatic Gardeners Association is pleased to announce 
the results of the 2020 International Aquascaping Contest, 
the 20th year of this distinguished contest. It started in 2000 

as the first aquascaping contest of its kind, with a mere 70 entries. 
Today, it has grown to over 700 aquascapes entered in 11 different 
categories. We at the AGA are incredibly proud of what we have 
accomplished throughout the years and are ready to continue to 
represent the best aquascapers in future contests.

After a challenging year dealing with the stresses of the COVID-19 
pandemic, what could be better than revealing some of the most 
stunning aquascapes of 2020, created by some of the best aquascap-
ers in the world? The contest also saw many first-time aquascapers 
participating, which is very exciting to us. We hope to continue to 
improve and expand the accessibility of the contest to benefit hob-
byists at every level of expertise.

The members of the contest committee are incredibly thankful to 
our judges, who took time away from their very busy schedules to 
participate in our competition.

The contest would not be the success it is without the generosity 
of our sponsors. The outstanding companies supporting this year's 
contest are Seachem, OASE Living Water, Ultum Nature Systems, 
INTAQO, Amazonas, and the Chicago Aquatic Plant Society. Thank 
you!

Finally, I would also like to thank Jen Williams of the AGA for provid-
ing our beautiful contest graphics. And especially this year, I would 
like to give a huge thank you to Erik Olson, the AGA's tech guru. He 
not only handled the aquascapes as they were received and the fre-
quent and challenging technical questions as they came up but also 
spent an enormous amount of time redesigning the various web-
sites, which all the judges agree work beautifully with much less 
effort than in years past. Thank you, Erik, Jen, our judges, sponsors, 
and the AGA contest committee, for your hard work!

Bailin Shaw, AGA Contest Chair

About the Author

Bailin received his first aquarium for Christmas when he was 5 years 
old. He kept an aquarium off and on ever since, becoming more 
involved with planted aquariums during graduate school. He is a 
founding member of the Chicago Aquatic Plant Society. Bailin began 
serving as the AGA International Aquascaping Contest Chair in 2007 
and has judged the contest in past years.
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Come Back
Aquascaper: Nguyen Van Tan 
Location: Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
Category: Aquatic Garden, Smaller 
Than 28 L
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
Aquarium Dimensions: ~12" × 8" × 6"
Aquarium Volume: ~2.5 gallons
Background: white paper
Aquascape Materials: ADA Amazonia 
Ver. 2, Dragon Stone
Equipment: LED light, Sobo 606h 
hang-on-back filter
Plants: Fissidens splachnobryoides, 
Taxiphyllum alternans, Bucephalandra 
sp., Anubias barteri var. nana 'Petite'
Animals: Least Rasbora (Boraras 
urophthalmoides)

Jungle Path
Aquascaper: Filbert Agung
Location: Magelang, Indonesia
Category: Aquatic Garden, 28–55 L
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
Aquarium Dimensions: ~19.6" × 11" × 
12.5"
Aquarium Volume: ~11.6 gallons
Background: white sunblast
Aquascape Materials: Noronha root 
(Altingia excelsa), lava rock
Equipment: 21-watt DIY HPL (high 
performance light), Jebo 225 canister 
filter (110 GPH)
Plants: Weeping Moss, Riccardia 
sp., Bucephalandra sp. 'Mini Coin', 
Christmas Moss, Anubias barteri var. 
nana 'Petite'
Animals: (9) Neon Tetra 
(Paracheirodon innesi), Red Cherry 
Shrimp (Neocaridina davidi)

http://aquariumhobbyistmagazine.com/
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Horizon in the Valley
Aquascaper: Thiago Goncalves de Oliveira
Location: São Paulo, Brazil
Category: Aquatic Garden, 80–160 L
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
In this work, I tried to represent a view of the horizon in a valley seen from the per-
spective of an observer in front of it.
Aquarium Dimensions: ~31" × 15" × 13"
Aquarium Volume: ~29 gallons
Background: fog
Aquascape Materials: Ryuoh Stone, Cosmetic Gravel SOMA Pebble Black (2–4 
mm and 3–5 mm), ADA La Plata Sand
Equipment: Maxspect RSX R5F-150, ADA Jet Filter ES-600 with ADA Bio Rio
Plants: Myriophyllum mattogrossense 'Amano', Rotala sp. 'Nanjenshan', Rotala 
sp. 'Vietnam', Rotala sp. 'H ŕa', Microsorum pteropus 'Windeløv', Hemianthus 
micranthemoides, Limnophila sp. 'Vietnam', Hygrophila pinnatifida, Vesicularia 
montagnei, Anubias barteri var. nana 'Petite', Anubias barteri var. nana 'Pangolino', 
Bucephalandra sp., Micranthemum sp. 'Monte Carlo', Eleocharis minima, Marsilea 
angustifolia
Animals: Green Neon Tetra (Paracheirodon simulans), Veilfin Tetra 
(Hyphessobrycon elachys), Apistogramma sp.

Silent Place
Aquascaper: Tereza Lazar
Location: Uzhgorod, Ukraine
Category: Aquatic Garden, 55–80 L
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
Aquarium Dimensions: ~23.6" × 15.74" × 11.8"
Aquarium Volume: ~19 gallons
Aquascape Materials: roots from the forest, quartz soil, sand, Seiryu Stone
Equipment: RIVAL MAX Spectral LED light, Eheim Classic 2213 canister filter
Plants: Fissidens Fox, Riccardia chamedryfolia, Vesicularia sp. 'Mini Christmas 
Moss', Weeping Moss, Taxiphyllum sp. 'Flame', Hemianthus micranthemoides, 
Rotala macrandra 'Butterfly', Rotala sp. 'Sunset' (syn. Ammania sp. 'Sulawesi'), 
Rotala sp. 'Colorata', Rotala sp. 'Bangladesh', Rotala rotundifolia 'Orange Juice', 
Gratiola viscidula, Bolbitis sp. 'Balai Ringin', Lindernia indica 'Red', Eleocharis 
sp. 'Mini', Anubias barteri var. nana 'Petite', Anubias barteri var. nana 'Pangolino', 
Hymenasplenium obscurum (syn. Asplenium cf. normale, Crepidomanes 
auriculatum), Bucephalandra sp., Marsilea quadrifolia
Animals: Chili Rasbora (Boraras brigittae), Red Cherry Shrimp (Neocaridina davidi 
var. red), River Nerite Snail (Theodoxus fluviatilis)
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Soar
Aquascaper: Lee Chi Jui
Location: New Taipei City, Taiwan
Category: Aquatic Garden, 160–220 L
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
Aquarium Dimensions: ~35" × 17" × 17"
Aquarium Volume: ~48 gallons
Aquascape Materials: Horn Wood, Seiryu Stone
Equipment: ADA Solar RGB LED light, ONF Flat One, ADA Super 
Jet Filter ES-600
Plants: Hemianthus callitrichoides 'Cuba', Eleocharis sp. 'Mini', 
Glossostigma elatinoides, Vesicularia filicinum, Vesicularia 
dubyana, Bucephalandra sp. 'Mini Catherinae', Bucephalandra 
sp. 'Brownie', Anubias barteri var. nana 'Petite', Rotala rotundifolia 
'Green', Rotala rotundifolia 'Red', Rotala nanjenshan, Rotala 
verticillaris, Ammannia crassicaulis, Nesaea pedicellata, 
Hydrocotyle verticillata, Bolbitis heudelotii, Hymenasplenium 
obscurum
Animals: Cardinal Tetra (Paracheirodon axelrodi)
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Startle
Aquascaper: Fuhong Guan
Location: Zhanjiang, Guangdong province, China
Category: Aquatic Garden, 220–320 L
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
Aquarium Dimensions: ~47" × 19" × 19"
Aquarium Volume: ~79 gallons
Aquascape Materials: driftwood, lava rock
Equipment: RGB lighting
Plants: Riccardia chamedryfolia, Rotala sp. 'Colorata', Eriocaulon 
sp., Hemianthus callitrichoides 'Cuba'
Animals: Gold Tetra (Hemigrammus rodwayi)

Whispering Shadows
Aquascaper: Luis Carlos Galarraga
Location: São Paulo, Brazil
Category: Aquatic Garden, 320 L or Larger
Award: 1st Place and Best of Show

Aquascape Details
Aquarium Dimensions: ~47" × 23" × 17"
Aquarium Volume: ~85 gallons
Aquascape Materials: ADA Ryuoh Stone, La Plata Sand
Equipment: Maxspect RSX300 light, ADA SuperJet 1200 canister 
filter
Fertilizer: Aquavitro line
Plants: Rotala sp. 'Nanjenshan', Rotala sp. 'H ŕa', Limnophila sp. 
'Vietnam', Hygrophila pinnatifida, Hygrophila araguaia, Hygrophila 
sp. 'Tiger', Eleocharis minima, Micranthemum sp. 'Monte Carlo', 
Hemianthus callitrichoides 'Cuba', Bucephalandra sp., Microsorum 
pteropus 'Windeløv', Anubias barteri var. nana 'Pangolino', 
Marsilea angustifolia, Marsilea hirsuta, Taxiphyllum sp., Vesicularia 
montagnei, Fissidens fontanus, Riccardia chamedryfolia, Utricularia 
graminifolia, Staurogyne repens, Blyxa japonica, Pogostemon 
helferi
Animals: Green Neon Tetra (Paracheirodon simulans), Veilfin 
Tetra (Hyphessobrycon elachys), Dwarf Pencilfish (Nannostomus 
marginatus), Tucano Tetra (Tucanoichthys tucano)
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Underwater Caves 
in the Peninsula of Yucatán, Mexico
Aquascaper: Zhuang Yi
Location: Chengdu, China
Category: Biotope
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
The first time I saw Mexican Blind Cavefish, I was deeply attracted to them, so I looked up a lot of information and decided to research the 
Maya underground cave in Mexico's Yucatán Peninsula. There are a lot of mammal bones in the cave, and they stay in the water for years, so 
I used a possum skull in the water to simulate them. To find this stalactite feel, I also visited many local caves, creating a habitat for blind fish.
Aquarium Dimensions: ~23.6" × 15" × 15"
Aquarium Volume: ~25 gallons
Background: stalactites
Aquascape Materials: stalactites
Equipment: (2) 10-watt LED lights, Atman CF1200 canister filter
Animals: (10) Mexican Blind Cavefish (Astyanax mexicanus)
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Old Stump
Aquascaper: Jonas Loose
Location: Hamburg, Germany
Category: Wabi-kusa
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
My inspiration for this Wabi-kusa comes from an old tree stump stick-
ing out of the water that I saw in Canada. I used Tropica Aquarium 
Soil for this Wabi-kusa.
Aquarium Dimensions: ~8" × 8" × 3"
Aquarium Volume: ~.8 gallons
Aquascape Materials: cork bark, Red Moor Wood, Seiryu Stone, 
ADA Aqua Gravel S, ADA Colorado Sand
Equipment: ONF Flat Nano LED light, 15 watts, 1,300 lumens, 
10-hour photoperiod
Plants: (rooted) Hydrocotyle tripartita 'Mini', Hydrocotyle 
verticillata, Marsilea hirsuta, Hygrophila polysperma 'Rosanervig', 
Pogostemon erectus, Ludwigia arcuata, Rotala sp. 'H´Ra', 
Micranthemum tweediei, Elatine hydropiper, Eleocharis sp. 
'Montevidensis', Bucephalandra sp. 'Kedagang Mini'; (floating) 
Phyllanthus fluitans, Salvinia auriculata, Azolla filiculoides; 
(mosses) Vesicularia sp. 'Christmas Moss', Plagiomnium cf. affine
Animals: ramshorn snail (Planorbella duryi)
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New World
Aquascaper: Miguel Ángel García Plágaro
Location: Villalbilla, Los Hueros, Spain
Category: Dutch Aquascape
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
Aquarium Dimensions: ~51" × 25" × 21"
Aquarium Volume: ~122 gallons
Equipment: Pantalla Sirocco with (8) 
54-watt T5s, Fluval FX6 canister filter
Plants: Cryptocoryne crispatula var. 
balansae, Cryptocoryne wendtii, Echinodorus 
sp. 'Ozelot', Pogostemon erectus, 
Pogostemon stellatus 'Octopus', Lobelia 
cardinalis 'Mini', Hygrophila corymbosa, 
Myriophyllum sp. 'Roraima', Hydrocotyle 
tripartita, Hygrophila difformis, Bacopa 
caroliniana, Hygrophila sp. 'Compact Mini'
Animals: Dwarf Neon Rainbowfish 
(Melanotaenia praecox), Ember Tetra 
(Hyphessobrycon amandae), Siamese Algae 
Eater (Crossocheilus siamensis)
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My Green Escape
Aquascaper: Nicholas Kinser
Location: Sterling, Virginia, United States
Category: Paludarium
Award: 1st Place

Aquascape Details
Aquarium Dimensions: ~48" × 18" × 24"
Aquarium Volume: ~90 gallons
Background: expanding foam
Aquascape Materials: bottom is river sand, hardscape is river stone and spider wood
Equipment: (2) BML LED lights at 25–75 percent, photoperiod of 10–11 hours, custom sump, H2Overflow
Plants: (aquatic) Cryptocoryne lucens, Cryptocoryne beckettii 'Petchii', Anubias barteri var. nana 'Petite', Hydrocotyle tripartita 'Mini', 
Bucephalandra sp. 'Mini Catherinae', Alternanthera reineckii 'Variegated', Staurogyne repens, Eriocaulon sp. 'Vietnam', Bolbitis heteroclita 
'Difformis'; (terrestrial) Maxillaria friedrichsthalii, Ficus pumila 'Quercifolia', Pilea nummulariifolia, Monolena sp. 'Ecuador', Nephrolepis 
sp. 'Mini Russells', Syngonium rayii, Syngonium wendlandii, Marcgravia umbellata 'Red', Microgramma sp., Tillandsia spp., Selaginella 
kraussiana 'Aurea', Ficus villosa, Calathea sp. 'Gay Feather', Neoregelia sp. 'Fireball'
Animals: (2) Blue-tailed Fire-bellied Newts (Cynops cyanurus), White Cloud Mountain Minnow (Tanichthys albonubes), Amano Shrimp 
(Caridina multidentata) AH





 “The most 
fundamental 
philosophy I 
adhere to is that I 
aquascape for me. 
If there were no 
contests, I would 
still do what I do 
because it brings 
me happiness.” 2019 AGA (Aquatic Gardeners Association) entry "Abundance"
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 Scaper Spotlight: Jeff Miotke
Competitive Aquascaper

 By Jason Oneppo

I grew up in Wisconsin and went to the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, where I obtained an environmental engineering 
degree and met my wife, Aimee. We packed our bags shortly 

after we graduated, moved to Georgia, and never looked back. As 
an IT systems administrator, I had a successful career culminating 
in owning my own business for 12 years before winding down in 
2018. I still live in Georgia with my wife of 26 years, our goofy little 
dog, and, of course, our aquariums. We love to hike, disc golf, hang 
out with friends, and have pizza and beer on Friday evenings. I love 
to talk about aquariums any chance I get. Currently, I have a 120 
cm planted-tank layout set up for the Aquatic Gardeners Association 
(AGA) 2020 contest and a 10-gallon reef tank with two dopey clown-
fish that are adorable when they're not biting my hand.

Q: How did you get started in aquascaping?
A: I have been an avid aquarist for over 40 years, keeping many 
freshwater and saltwater fish varieties. In 2011, I discovered Nature 
Aquarium by Takashi Amano, and it changed my world. I studied, 
practiced, and started creating Nature Aquariums, which led me to 
the competitive scene. I have the honor of being ranked among the 
top aquascapers year after year.

To share my insights and experience, I publish articles in the AGA 
magazine, speak at aquarium clubs, compete online and at live 
competitions, judge contests, and make friends worldwide. I enjoy 
traveling and look forward to even more sharing of the wonderful 
world of aquascaping.

Q: What's the secret to creating competition-winning 
aquascapes?
A: There are many things I could list here, but I want to give my cur-
rent thoughts on this topic. Simply put, I think there are two main 
aspects:

1. Having a compelling, easy-to-understand concept
2. Execution of that concept

For example, if you are making a forest scene, a viewer must instantly 
understand it is a forest scene. Trees need to look like trees. There 
need to be many trees to represent a forest. The magic is to clearly 
relate in your layout what is special and memorable about this forest 
scene. And then, execute your vision so that all the materials, includ-
ing your hardscape, plants, and fish, are selected and built to match 
your vision.

Q: What advice would you give to new aquascapers?
A: I advise new aquascapers to always invest in sufficient materials 
and utilize the entire aquarium. It is typical and expected for begin-
ners to have only a few stones and a couple of branches. I lovingly 
call these the two stones and a stick aquascapes. It just isn't possi-
ble to make a layout if you have very few layout materials. Invest in 
them, and you will be able to achieve your vision.

Once you have the materials, it is time for practice. Learning how 
stones and wood work within the layouts takes a lot of time and 
effort to master. Aquascaping seems simple until you actually start 
putting your hardscape into the aquarium. Be patient and embrace 
the process. Be willing to place materials in and then take them out 
over and over. It's one of the most rewarding aspects of aquascap-
ing, yet newcomers rush through this process. So I'll preemptively 
tell you what I tell all the people I have mentored through the years: 
do not flood this yet!

Q: What advice would you give aquascapers about photographing 
their scapes for competitions?

About the Author

Jason lives in Warwick, RI, is a co-founder of AHM, and has been in 
the aquarium industry for over 30 years. He has worked in retail stores, 
livestock wholesalers, and manufacturing.
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A: One of the most important leaps in my early days of competing 
(2012–2013) came when I had the realization that the camera sees 
the aquascape differently than our eyes do. With this revelation, I 
started taking photos of the scape as it was being built and during 
the grow-out phase to help guide the process. So now, on contest 
photoshoot day, there are no surprises, and it's just another day but 
with a lot more preparation.

For the actual contest photo, here are some tips that will hopefully 
help you get the best shot:

1. The day before the shoot, make sure the aquascape is prepared 
and at its absolute best.

2. Black out the area around the tank so there is no glare. This is 
quite difficult for me, and I have invested in stands and black-out 
material to make a photo booth around the aquarium and camera 
area. I even go as far as wearing black clothing and covering the 
Canon logo on the front of my camera with black tape.

3. A tripod and remote trigger are a must.
4. An extra set of hands is priceless, if available. Very rarely do I have 

help, but when I do, it makes a big difference.
5. Pay attention to the water surface. Think about how you can add 

to the interest of the photo. Some techniques I've used include 
disturbing it by blowing on it, hairdryers blowing air across it, 
or dripping water onto the surface. This adds a much-needed 
dynamic feel to the photo.

6. Set up the camera on a tripod and center it. Take a few test shots 
to ensure the aquarium appears squared up in the photo. This can 
be challenging and will require iterations to get it close enough to 
be perfectly aligned during post-processing.

7. Remove all your equipment except the lighting after everything 
else is prepared. With life support removed, the time you have to 
get your photos starts ticking down at this point. I typically keep 
my photo shoots to under 30 minutes, at which point, I put the 
equipment back on and let the tank run for another 30 minutes 
before doing a subsequent shoot. In the meantime, I will look at 
the photos I've taken and see if I have the one.
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2018 CIPS (China International Pet Show) entry "Hollow Mountain"

2018 IAPLC (International Aquatic Plant Layout Contest) entry  "Vernal Pools"
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8. One last tip is to not scare your fish to position them. Scaring them 
will just lead to pale and weird formations as they head for shel-
ter. Simply corral them slowly and gently to one side and release 
them, and they will naturally swim out. This will provide a more 
natural feeling in the photo. I actually train my fish to this corral-
ling behavior when I feed so nobody gets stressed out when the 
day of the contest photoshoot comes.

One wonderful change in my photography process came in 2018 
when I upgraded my lights to LEDs with a much better color rendi-
tion. I also took the old light and mounted it to the wall behind the 
aquarium as a backlight. Now it allows me to shoot without any exter-
nal lighting sources, which produces a much higher-quality photo, 
as the lighting is even and the color is rich. If you look at my work 
before these new lights and after, you will see a dramatic improve-
ment. I encourage hobbyists who want to share or compete with 
their layouts to invest in aquarium lighting and skip strobes and 
flashes for your camera.

Q: Tell us something about the technical aspect of your 
aquascapes. What equipment and fertilization do you use?
A: Equipment selection is very important to me, as I was drawn to the 
hobby for its clean, minimalist look. The aquarium contents should 
be first and foremost, and the equipment should fall into the back-
ground as much as possible. This is what I run:

 ‒ Rimless low-iron glass aquarium (120 cm × 45 cm × 45 cm)
 ‒ OASE BioMaster Thermo 600 filter with built-in heater
 ‒ Inline CO2Art diffuser
 ‒ Stainless steel pipes with a skimmer on the intake
 ‒ Two Twinstar S Series LEDs, suspended from the ceiling
 ‒ 20-pound CO2 tank (all the power supplies behind the wall)
 ‒ Tunze auto top off (to keep the water level fixed)

Q: What are some of your must-have products?
A: I find my setup to be very effective and low maintenance. The 
OASE filter includes a prefilter chamber that makes cleaning it a 
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breeze, and the stainless steel pipes allow me to clean them far 
less often than glass lily pipes. The 20-pound CO2 tank requires 
only two refills per year.

Three recent advancements that I will never run without again:

1. OASE BioMaster filter with prefilter and built-in heater: This has 
significantly reduced my maintenance time and is the only filter 
I've run that can keep up with my messy, wet rescapes.

2. Skimmer on the intake pipe: This removes the surface film and 
has a drastic effect on the tank's health, resulting in a much more 
beautiful layout. The biofilm blocks gas exchange, which can only 
happen at the water's surface when using a canister. Less gas 
exchange means less oxygen. Less oxygen for the fish and, more 
importantly, less oxygen for the nitrifying bacteria. On top of that, 
it prevents CO2 from exiting the water, creating the potential for 
buildup that would be fatal to the livestock.

3. Quality LED lights: Having lights that produce sufficient quality 
and quantity of light has made a drastic difference in the plants’ 
health and the layout's overall look. Plants, fish, and even hard-
scape are brighter and more colorful.

Q: How about one last piece of wisdom that encompasses your 
aquascaping philosophy?
A: The most fundamental philosophy I adhere to is that I aquascape 
for me. If there were no contests, I would still do what I do because it 
brings me happiness. Contests and social media are just the cherry 
on top and allow me to share my journey with like-minded people.

For more about Jeff, visit his website: www.jeffmiotke.com AH
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 BLACKWATER: BREAKING THE WALL 
 OF DIORAMA STYLE TO SET UP BOTANICAL STYLE 
By Vittorio La Sala

D uring the last 15 years, I have been a curious, passionate, 
and, above all, a very conservative aquarist—to the point 
of annoyance.

I was raised with the mantras of crystal clear water, clean look, 
golden ratio, elaborate hardscapes, obsessively curated details, mas-
sive planting, and overpowered filters. In other words, my imprinting 
was the so-called diorama-style aquarium.

Somehow, I was shocked when I first realized I was lost in something 
close to artificial perfection. For over a decade, I was too consumed 
with diorama style to play a bit closer to nature itself. Looking back, 
I cannot say I did not enjoy that approach.

I have bred Pterophyllum altum and Symphysodon discus success-
fully and have enjoyed my experience with Paracheirodon axelrodi, 
Trigonostigma heteromorpha, and Hemigrammus bleheri. Even if it 
seems obvious now, it took a long time to realize that these differ-
ent species from South America and Southeast Asia have one thing 
in common: blackwater!

All the species mentioned above are native to blackwater biotopes 
and inhabit rivers characterized by slow-moving water that flows 
through forested swamps or wetlands. As leaves, seedpods, and 
fruit capsules fall from trees to the water and vegetation decays, 

About the Author

Vittorio is an Italian lawyer who has been passionate about the 
aquarium hobby since he was a child. To see more of his blackwater 
and botanical-style creations, search for "aguaspretas" on Instagram.
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tannins and humic acid leach into the stream, making a soft, trans-
parent, acidic water that is darkly stained. Due to the dark tint of 
water, sunlight can barely penetrate the water’s surface. As a result, 
we almost have a total absence of aquatic plants, except for float-
ers like Pistia stratiotes, Salvinia natans, and Limnobium laevigatum.

The described natural process significantly affects the water’s chem-
ical parameters, reducing the general hardness close to 0° and pH 
below neutral (with a conductivity approximately between 0–80 µS).

This Is Nature
This awareness caused a breakthrough, a mental shift to what some 
pioneers have called botanical-style aquariums. I wrote this article to 
captivate those who have not already turned to the dark side. Trust 
me, it’s a point of no return.

To start this mini-guide to the botanical-style world, the first choice 
we will face is related to tank selection.

I suggest a rimless aquarium for two reasons:

 ‒ to allow for floaters and their natural CO2/O2 exchange with the 
atmosphere

 ‒ to allow for one or more gooseneck spotlights to create 
fascinating shadows

Next is the substrate. The composition of our blackwater biotope's 
substrate is crucial. It will be the heart of the ecosystem, as it plays 
a huge role in establishing and developing bacterial colonies and 
microfauna.

We have two options:

 ‒ a sandy substrate (extra-fine sand enriched with leaves and 
other botanicals)

 ‒ a leaf-litter substrate (mix of crushed leaves on the bottom with 
whole leaves on top)

In both cases, I suggest not to exceed 1.6 inches of depth for the sub-
strate as long as we are not going to have any plants in the substrate 
bed. Nevertheless, feel free to be inspired by your own aesthetic, 
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Bettas enjoy botanical aquascapes and benefit from blackwater.
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trying different solutions to provide depth to your scape (for instance, 
I am a fan of asymmetrical substrate disposition).

I recommend dried leaves from Magnolia grandiflora, Quercus sp., 
Artocarpus heterophyllus (Jackfruit), Psidium guajava (Common 
Guava), and, of course, Terminalia catappa. In my experience, these 
leaves will have a substantial beneficial impact on water chemis-
try, lowering the pH slowly and naturally tinting the water. As they 
decompose, the bottom layer of the leaf litter will gradually turn into 
a dark-brown, soft, fine substrate.

Seed pods and fruit capsules are the best botanicals you can choose 
to recreate the biotope’s natural feeling. These can be randomly scat-
tered or strategically placed on top of the substrate. My suggestion 
is to enrich this composition with alder cones, which will provide a 
considerable amount of tannins, helping you to reach the desired tint.

Taking it a step further, the hardscape should be created with nicely 
shaped twigs and branches (the ones from Quercus sp. are the best 
for this) that look as if they are falling from the top down. The mix 
between this essential hardscape and floaters' roots (Pistia stratiotes 
above all) will help recreate a jungle effect, aesthetically impressive 
and crucial for our fishes (and their fry), which will find protection 
and feel safe thanks to the tangled roots.

Many fishes living in blackwater habitats are accustomed to a very 
slow flow. I recommend selecting an underpowered filter (I usually 
use the hang-on-back style) and always keeping the flow at the 
minimum setting.

To reach the appropriate pH (~6–6.5) and general hardness/car-
bonate hardness (~6° for both) levels, you can use reverse osmosis 
water and/or add a small peat bag to the filter media, depending 
on the variation of parameters you want to obtain.

If this is your first attempt at a blackwater biotope, particularly with 
a botanical-style tank, do not add excessive amounts of leaves and 
botanicals, especially if your tank is nano or mini. Even if you boil 
the leaves and botanicals for a long time and rinse in fresh water (as 
suggested by suppliers), during the cycling phase, the newly born 



Apistogramma cacatuoides pair exploring seed pods
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bacterial colonies will adhere to almost every surface they can find; 
leaves and botanicals are no exception. As a result, the accumula-
tion of bacteria will form a biofilm layer, a pretty nasty substance that 
will likely cause some alarm in the beginning. The tank will start to 
look dirty, and the feeling that you did something wrong will slowly 
begin to creep into your mind.

However, there is nothing wrong!

The appearance of biofilm on botanicals, twigs, branches, and leaves 
means your ecosystem is functioning correctly. The cycling phase 
is progressing. Moreover, the biofilm will be a useful natural forag-
ing source for shrimps and fishes.

Nevertheless, if you do not want to experience an explosion of bio-
film, avoid using excessive amounts of leaves and other botanicals 
in smaller-sized tanks. In addition to using an underpowered filter, a 
substantial biological load could break the delicate balance of aes-
thetics and functionality that we desire.

As you can see, the golden rules for botanical-style aquariums are 
somehow the exact opposite of what we have heard and read for 
years:

 ‒ clear water vs. tinted water
 ‒ clean look vs. dirty look
 ‒ overpowered filter vs. underpowered filter
 ‒ high tech vs. low tech
 ‒ unnatural presentation vs. simulation of nature

Conclusion
This interesting concept, where leaves, seedpods, fruit capsules, 
and more are added to aquariums for visual and health benefits is 
blurring the traditional idea of freshwater aquariums. The botani-
cal style connects different corners of the world that are seemingly 
unrelated but are united by blackwater. So, hobbyists, do not hes-
itate any more. AH
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 Bujurquina vittata: A Peaceful South American Cichlid 
By David Nørholm

B ujurquina vittata, or Yellow Banded Acara, is a beautiful South 
American cichlid found in the middle Paraná River basin, 
which is in the Paraguay River drainage. It mainly inhabits 

shallow areas.

The body shape of B. vittata is oval and laterally compressed, sim-
ilar to other varieties of acaras. The coloration of this fish is not as 
stunning as some acara types. Still, a couple of other factors make 
this cichlid a fascinating choice for the aquarium. Its appearance is 
elegant and majestic, with a base color of light yellow and a charac-
teristic black lateral stripe extending back from the eye. There is little 
difference between the sexes when it comes to colors. The dorsal 
fins for both vary from orange to yellow, but the male's fins are long 
and extended, with a tendency toward lyretail. Adult males are also 
slightly larger (approximately 4.75 inches) compared to the females, 
which grow to 3.5–4 inches.

This is not by any means a new cichlid species since it was described 
as far back as 1840 by Heckel (an Austrian ichthyologist). However, 
the current scientific name is of more recent date since it was 

About the Author

David is from Mariager, Denmark, and is a teacher at a boarding school. 
He's been "nerding" since 2014 but bought his first tank in 2006. To 
see more of David's work, look up "northfish_biotope" on Instagram.
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previously known as Aequidens paraguayensis. Bujurquina 
was named by Kullander (a Swedish ichthyologist), taken 
from the native Peruvian word for these cichlids: "bujurqui."

I kept five B. vittata in a 120-gallon, heavily planted aquar-
ium, but it can easily be kept in smaller and humbler 
aquariums. For a single pair, an aquarium with a length 
of about 30–48 inches is suitable.

One of the factors that make this cichlid an excellent 
choice for the aquarium for beginners and more advanced 
aquarists alike is the peaceful temperament of the fish. I 
kept B. vittata in a South American community biotope 
setup with Apistogramma sp., Corydoras sp., Rummy-
nose Tetras, and more. I even kept it among some Amano 
Shrimp at the time, and they coexisted fine. Even though 
B. vittata is peaceful, it is still charismatic and has a lot of 
spirit. Often, you can observe two males showing off and 
settling the hierarchy between them. The fight among two 
males is rarely brutal. It is often resolved by flaring their 
gills to show dominance or gently biting onto each oth-
er's mouths. The gill flaring is an incredibly stunning sight, 
and during this time, the colors are likewise more prom-
inent. If you have the space for a large enough aquarium, 
you should try to keep at least two males in the same 
tank. This shows the character and natural behavior of 
the fish. I have never seen it aggressive toward conspecif-
ics or other tank mates, but they will defend the spawning 
site during breeding.

Another fascinating fact about this cichlid, and another 
reason why I call this a peaceful cichlid, is its tempera-
ment toward plants. In contrast to most other American 
cichlids of this size, B. vittata never touches plants, nor 
does it dig, not even during spawning. I would even dare 
to keep it in a large enough planted aquascape without 
any concerns.

I was keeping it in a heavily planted tank with small-, 
medium-, and large-sized plants, as well as floating types, 
but none of these was ever damaged by the fish. It seems 
that B. vittata prefers a planted tank, and this can increase 
the chances of breeding. Dim lighting and some bare 
rocks or dead leaves also seem to improve these chances. 
I dimmed my light with some floating plants, which is a 
natural and beautiful way to decrease the light a bit. This 
helps to control algae since the plants are both shad-
ing the light and obtaining some surplus nutrients from 
the water. Floating plants are an excellent choice for the 
aquarium in all circumstances.

B. vittata is by far the most peaceful cichlid I have ever 
kept. It is unusually peaceful for a South American cich-
lid and even for cichlids in general. It is undoubtedly as 
peaceful as it is elegant, but what makes this cichlid inter-
esting is its breeding behavior.

Most cichlids are characterized by a specific spawning 
technique, described in various aquarium literature as 
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B. vittata males fighting for dominance

B. vittata males settling a dispute with gill flaring

B. vittata male
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substrate spawner, mouthbrooder, bubble nester, etc. But for B. vit-
tata, this is not the case. This unique cichlid is quite notorious for 
using multiple spawning strategies.

The most common technique is the rather classic substrate spawn-
ing. This will be somewhat familiar to most people who have tried to 
breed acaras. When the courtship is completed and the male shows 
his full colors and puffs out his cheeks, the pair will go to a carefully 
selected spot, often an easily defended rock, and place the eggs 
there. Once the eggs hatch, one of the parents will pick up the fry 
and mouthbrood them until they are free-swimming. The fish that 
picks up the fry first will mouthbrood them for the entire period. This 
strategy was the preferred option for my B. vittata.

Spawning strategy number two is a more advanced technique, 
where the pair will choose to lay their eggs on a dead leaf and then 
move the leaf around the aquarium. If danger is present in the area 
where the leaf is placed, the pair will simply move the leaf to a safer 
and more suitable location. When the eggs are hatched, the par-
ents will mouthbrood the fry until they are free-swimming, just like 
the previous technique.

Yet another technique is a possibility. I have never observed this 
myself, but reportedly, B. vittata will also spawn directly in a pit in 
the gravel. Then immediately after, the pair will pick the eggs up, 
mouthbrooding them for the rest of the time.

I was never able to determine when one strategy was preferred over 
another. All I know is B. vittata is not a difficult fish to breed if the 
right environment is offered.

In my experience, B. vittata is a great, elegant, and very interesting 
cichlid. It does not offer the same coloration as many other South 
American cichlids, and I guess that is also the main reason this is a 
relatively rare fish in the hobby, but it does offer so much more than 
that. The peaceful and majestic behavior of this attractive cichlid is 
just wonderful to watch. AH
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 GOURAMI GARDEN 
By Ed Jacoubowsky

T he inspiration for this scape came from the 2019 Nature 
Aquarium Party (finale to the International Aquatic Plants 
Layout Contest) 36 cm display. I was inspired by how lush 

the scape was while still retaining a strong composition in such a 
small tank and wanted to create something similar.

About the Author

Ed is an art director from San Francisco, CA, who started in the hobby 
in 2018. To see more of his work, look up "sutroscapes" on Instagram.



The aquarium was rescaped to incorporate this piece of wood.
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Honey Dwarf Gourami

Rescape in progress
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Aquarium
Tank: ADA Cube Garden Mini M
Dimensions: ~14" × 8.5" × 10"
Glass: 5 mm
Volume: ~5 gallons
Cabinet: round table

Aquascape
Style: Nature Aquarium
Substrate: ADA Aqua Soil Amazonia Powder, ADA Power Sand 
Advance
Wood: ADA Horn Wood, a large piece of wood acquired in China

Equipment
Lighting: ADA Aquasky G 361, 6-hour photoperiod
Filter: Eheim Classic 2213 canister
Filter Pipe: lily pipe spin
Heating: Archaea Mini
CO2: 20-ounce paintball tank, Aquatek Regulator Mini with 
integrated solenoid, 6 hours per day with lights

Maintenance
Water Changes: twice a week
Fertilizers: ADA Green Brighty Neutral K, ADA Green Brighty 
Mineral
Food: Sera Vipan Nature Tropical Flakes

Plants
 ‒ Staurogyne repens
 ‒ Lilaeopsis brasiliensis
 ‒ Helanthium tenellum 'Broad Leaf'
 ‒ Cryptocoryne lucens
 ‒ Rotala rotundifolia 'Ceylon'
 ‒ Anubias barteri var. nana 'Petite'
 ‒ Microsorum pteropus 'Trident'
 ‒ Rotala sp. 'Pink'
 ‒ Rotala sp. 'Vietnam'
 ‒ Ludwigia repens 'Super Red'
 ‒ Alternathera reineckii 'Mini'

Fish
 ‒ Honey Dwarf Gourami (Trichogaster chuna)
 ‒ Ember Tetra (Hyphessobrycon amandae)
 ‒ Strawberry Rasbora (Boraras naevus) AH






